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Two-User Interference Channels with Correlated 
Information Sources* 
HARRY H. TAN 
School of Engineering, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, California 92717 
Inner and outer bounds on the capacity region of two-user discrete memoryless 
interference channels (IFC) are obtained in the communication situation where 
private messages are sent by each sender as well as a common message by both 
senders to its corresponding receiver. A limiting expression for the capacity 
region is also derived. Special cases of the IFC are considered. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
A two-user interference channel ( IFC) consists of two senders ituated at 
separate input terminals simultaneously transmitting messages to two corre- 
sponding receivers ituated at separate output terminals. Furthermore, there 
is no other direct cross-communication between any of the four terminal 
points of the channel. The motivation for studying the IFC  is to better under- 
stand the crosstalk problem in practical communication systems. In  the IFC 
each sender generally has to contend with the disturbance from the other 
sender's usage of the channel in addition to external channel noise disturbances. 
Information--theoretic studies of the IFC  when the message sources at the 
two channel input terminals are statistically independent have previously 
been carried out by Ahlswede (1971, 1974), Carleial (1975a, 1975b, 1978), 
Bergmans (1976) and Sato (1977). An excellent survey of this work as well 
as work on other multiple-terminal channels can be found in Van der Meulen 
(1977). The purpose of this paper is to study the IFC  in the situation when 
the message sources at the two channel input terminals are correlated in a 
special way. Specifically we assume three statistically independent information 
sources, two of which are called private sources and the third a common source. 
Then each sender has available and transmits the outputs of the common 
source and one private source to its corresponding receiver. This type of 
correlated information sources has previously been considered by Slepian 
and Wolf  (1973) in connection with a different multiple-terminal channel, 
the multiple-access channel. 
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This paper is organized as follows. A precise definition of the communication 
situation involving the two-user discrete memoryless IFC that is considered 
in this paper is given in Section II. Inner and outer bounds on the capacity 
region as well as a limiting expression for the capacity region are given in 
Section III. Section IV considers pecial cases of the IFC. The random coding 
coding proof used to establish the inner bound to the capacity region is discussed 
in Section V. A summary of the results in the paper is given in Section VI. 
Details of many of the proofs and derivations are relegated to the appendices. 
II. DEFINITIONS 
A two-user discrete memoryless interference hannel (IFC) I = ( f l  × Y'2, 
P(Y l ,  Y2 [ xl, x~), Y/1 X ~/~) consists of finite sender (1) and sender (2) channel 
input alphabets f l  and ~2 respectively, finite receiver (1) and receiver (2) 
channel output alphabets Y/1 and Y/~ respectively and joint channel transition 
probability function P(Y l  , Y2 I xl , x2). Let 
PI(Yl  ] Xl , x2) = ~ P(Y l  , Y~ ] xl , x~), (1) 
Y2 
P~(Y2 [ xl , x2) = ~ P(Y l  , Y2 I xl , x2), (2) 
be the receiver (1) and receiver (2) marginal channel transition probability 
functions. Also, let W1 n, W2 n, @tl~ and ~2 n denote the sets of n-sequences 
of elements from W1, Y'~, Y/~ and Y/2 respectively and let P~, PI.. and P2,~ 
denote the nth memoryless extensions of P, P1 and Pe respectively. 
The communication situation that we are mainly concerned with in this 
paper, as shown in Figure 1, has three message sources So, S~ and $2 which 
output hree independent messages k, m, i for transmission. Here we assume 
that 1 ~k  ~71//0, 1 ~m~<M s and 1 ~ i~M 2 and that each message 
triplet is equiprobable. The message pair (k, m) is encoded by sender (1) into 
ra 
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FIG. 1. Communication Situation for capacity region (g(~). 
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a codeword Xl.~m ~ ,~1 N and the message pair (k, i) is encoded by sender (2) 
into a codeword x2,~i ~ 5~ N. Receiver (1) must estimate (k, m) and receiver (2) 
(k, i). The senders and receivers are not allowed to collaborate. 
In this communication situation a (N, Mo, M I ,  21/12, )0-code consists of two 
sets {xl,~, e Y'IN: 1 ~< k ~< M o , 1 ~ m ~< 2141} , {x2,ki ~ ~2 N: 1 ~< k ~< Mo, 
1 ~< i ~< Ms} of codewords; and two sets of pairwise disjoint decoding subsets 
{Ak~ C ~ls}, {Bk¢ C @'2 s} such that 
1 
~,i_ P1.N(Ak~ [xa.,~, x2,~) >~ 1 -- ;L (3) MoM1M~ 
1 
MoM1M2 Z P2,N(B~i tx l .~ ,  x2,~i) >~ 1 -- ;t. 
l¢,m,i. 
Thus a (N, M o , M 1 , M s , A)-code is of 
error probability at each receiver less 
code is defined by a rate triple (Ro, R 1 
(4) 
block-length N and arithmetic average 
than A. The transmission rate of this 
, R2) where 
Re = (log M¢)/N, i -~ 1, 2, 3. (5) 
A rate triple (R0, R1, R2) is said to be achievable if for every e > 0 and 
A e (0, 1), there exist (AT, M o , M 1 , M s , g)-codes for all N sufficiently large 
such that M i = [e N~R¢-~)] for i = 1, 2, 3 ([x] denotes the smallest integer 
greater than or equal to x). The capacity region g'(Sf ~) of the IFC ~ in this 
communication situation is defined to be the set of all achievable rate triples. 
This paper is concerned with the problem of specifying '(Sg') for general 
IFC ~ in this special communication situation. This problem was suggested 
by Van der Meulen in his survey paper as Problem XVII (Van der Meulen 
(1977)). We shall obtain some results that go towards solving this particular 
problem for general IFC's and which solves it in some special cases. Previous 
work (Ahlswede (1971, 1974)), Carleial (1975b, 1978) and Sato (1977) on the 
IFC ~ has been concerned with the communication situation where there are 
private messages only and no common message for transmission. That com- 
munication situation corresponds to the situation of statistically independent 
message sources at the two sender terminals whereas the communication 
situation defined here assumes a special type of correlation between these 
message sources. In terms of the notation here, the information theoretic 
problem considered in these previous works is concerned with the specification 
of the private messages only capacity region; that is, the set of all achievable 
rate pairs (R1, R~) such that (0, R1, R2)e ~'(Nf). The results that we will 
derive in this paper include some of these previous works as special cases, 
in particular the achievable rate region of Carleial (1975b, 1978), the outer 
bound of Sato (1977), and the limiting expression of Ahlswede (1971). 
643[44[x-6 
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III. T~IE CAPACITY REGION qff(~e) 
In this section we give inner and outer bounds on (~(~) as well as a less 
useful imiting expression for W(J(') for a general IFC ~.  
Consider an IFC ~U = (fa × £r2, P(Yl,Y2]Xl, x2), c~1 × ~2) and a set 
~( J f )  of rate triples defined as follows. Define a test channel for ~" to be 
any finite-alphabet random vector (Z, U 1 , U 2 , X 1 , 2(2) having joint proba~ 
bility mass function (pmf) of the form 
Vr[Z = z, U~ = ,,1, U2 = u~, x l  = x~ , x .  = ~2] 
-~ Qo(z) Qao(Ul ] z) Q2o(U2 I z) Q~(xa ]u l) Q2(xe l ue), (7) 
where X 1 and X 2 have alphabets W1 and £e respectively and where Qo is a pmf 
and Qao, Qeo, Q1, Qe are conditional pmf's. Note that (7) implies that 
(z, (u~, u.), (x~, x2)) is a Markov Chain. Let ~,  be the set of all such test 
channels (Z, U, X), where U----(U~, U~), X = (X~, X2). Furthermore let 
0@~ be the set of all random vectors (Z, U, X, Y) such that (i) (Z, U, X) e ~,  
(ii) Ya and Y~ have alphabets ~1 and q,'~ respectively, where Y = (Y~, Y~), 
(iii) (Z, U, X, Y) is a Markov Chain such that Pr[Y~ ---- y~, Y~ = ye [ 2(1 ---- x~, 
X~ = x~] = P(yl ,Y2 I x~ , x~). For a given (Z, U, X, Y) e~( ( ,  denote 
a 1 = min[/(U1; Yx t Z),I(U,; Y~ I Z)], 
b~ = min[/(U=; YI[ UaZ),I(U2; Y=] U1Z)], 
as = min[I(U1; YI[ U2Z),I(U1; Y~[ U~Z)], 
62 ~- min[I(U2; Yx]Z),I(U=; Y2 ] Z)], 
aa = min[I(U1; Yx [ Z),I(UI; Y21 U2Z)], 
b 3 = min[I(U2; Yx ] U1Z),I(U=; Y2 [ Z)], 
= min[I(U~; Yxl U2Z),I(U~; Y21Z)], 
= min[I(V2; YIiZ),I(U2; Y21 U~Z)], 
(8) 
bi R2 ~ I(U2X1; Y1), R o -}- R~ -Jr- I(X2; Y~ '[ U~U2) -+- b~ 
ai R1 ~ I(U1X2• Y2). R° + R2 + 1(211; Y1 ] U1U~) + ai (9) 
a 4 
b~ 
where the average mutual informations I(U1; YltZ), etc. are given as in 
Gallager (1968). Next define for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, ~2~(JYf) to be the set of all rate 
triples (R0, R1, R2) satisfying the following inequality constraints (9) for some 
(z, v, x, ¥) e ~.:~. 
R1 <~ I(Xl;  Y~ I u~u~) + a~, 
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Finally define 
~1(o7/{ ") = CO ~i (~ , (10) 
where ~6(A) denotes the closed convex hull of A. The following theorem, 
which states that ~1(J~f) is an inner bound to c~(g(f) for general IFC ~l, is a 
main result of this paper. We shall defer until Section V the random coding 
proof of this theorem. 
THEOREM I. Every rate triple in ~l(J{ ~) is achievable for general IFC 5C. 
Hence ~i(~") C (~(,~/'). 
In the communication situation where there are private messages only and 
no common message present for transmission, Carleial (1975b, 1978) obtained 
a set of achievable rate pairs (R,, R2) such that (0, R1, R2)e ~(JY() defined 
as follows. For i = 1, 2, 3, 4, let ~(JY') be the set of all rate triples in ~ i (~)  
satisfying the inequality constraints (9) for some (Z, U, X, Y) a ~,d  such that 
Z = constant almost surely. Let ~(~Y~) be defined as ~x(~Y(') in (10) with the 
~ i (~)  replaced by ~(~g~). Then Carleial's set of achievable rate pairs is 
precisely the set of all (R,, R2) such that (0, R1, R2) ~ ~(Nf) .  Hence Theorem 1
contains this result of Carleial as a special case. Moreover an examination 
of the extreme points in each ~i(JY ~) indicates that under the restriction 
R 0 = 0, the inner bound ~1(5(() is exactly Carleial's achievable rate region: 
~(~)  with the restriction Ro ~ 0. 
In the private messages only communication situation, Sato (1977) has 
recently obtained an outer bound on the set of all (R,, Re) such that (0, R,, Re) E 
c~(j(). Let us now consider the generalization of Sato's result to obtain an 
outer bound on ~(JY~). For an IFC ~f', let 20JY(" be the set of all (Z, X, Y) 
such that (Z, U, X, Y) e ~I~(F where U, = U s = Z almost surely. Furthermore 
let ~0(Jd) be the set of all rate triples (Ro, R 1 , Re) satisfying the following 
inequality constraints (11) for some (Z, X, Y) E ~o ~.  
R~ ~< I(X,; Y~ I X~Z), 
Re ~ I(X2; Y2 I X1Z), 
R 1 @ R~ ~ ](2122; Y1Y2 I Z), 
R o + R, + R~ <~ I(X, X2; Y,Y~). 
(11) 
Then the following proposition gives an outer bound to ~(."(). The proof 
of this proposition, which is similar to Sato's proof, is given in Appendix A. 
PROPOSITION 1. ~(~)  C ~-d(~0(Wd)) for general IFC dC. 
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Note from (3) and (4) that the error probabilities depend only on the marginal 
transition probabilities of the channel and not on the joint channel transition 
probabilities. Hence the notion of achievable rate triples and the capacity 
region c~(JT') also depend only on the marginal channel transition probabilities. 
Thus all IFC ~ with the same marginal channel transition probability functions 
P1 and P~ given by (1) and (2) have the same capacity region c~(j,(-). Now it is 
clear from (11) that the outer bound U6(~0(d)) depends on the joint channel 
transition probabilities of dU. Hence using the technique of Sato (1977), a 
tighter outer bound on ~(~r) for a given IFC Yf can be obtained by using 
the intersection of~6(R0(~')) over all IFC d(C' with the same marginal transition 
probabilities as 3/". Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. For general IFC OU, 
cd(~") C N c°(~0(d')), (12) 
;~g', 
where the intersection i  (12) is over all IFC ~ '  with the same marginal transition 
probability functions £'1 and P2 as JT'. 
Finally we note that Sato's (1977) outer bound on the private messages 
only capacity region is obtained by restricting R 0 = 0 and Z ~ constant 
almost surely in the definition (11) for ~0(~"). 
The inner and outer bounds on c~(YC) given in Theorems 1 and 2 involve 
optimization of single-letter average mutual informations. We have not been 
able to give a similar characterization f c~(j{-) in terms of single-letter average 
mutual information quantities. It appears that even for the private messages 
only case, a characterization f the capacity region in terms of single-letter 
average mutual information is still not known. However, Ahlswede (1971) 
has obtained a limiting expression for the private messages only capacity region. 
We next show how Ahlswede's limiting expression can be modified to charac- 
terize c~(Y{~). Although such limiting expressions appear to be of little com- 
putational use, we shall give this result for the sake of completeness. 
In order to give this limiting expression for ~(dC), let us consider for a 
given IFC 3C its nth extension ~¢'~ = {SFln × ~e2~ , Pn(Yl, Y~ [xa, x~), 
~ i  ~ X ~2n}. So YC ~ is an IFC with sender (1) and (2) channel input alphabets 
~'1 n and 5F2~ respectively, receiver (1) and (2): channel output alphabets ~1 ~ 
and ~2 ~ respectively and joint channel transition probability function P~. 
Hence we may define for ~U n the set ~0dC ~ Of all random vectors (Z, X, Y) 
where X = (X1, X~) and Y = (Y1, Y~) analogous to the specification of 
~0Jt " used in (11). Here of course each (Z, X, Y )~o ~n is such that X1 
and Xe have alphabets 5F1~ and f2  ~ respectively, Y1 and Y~ have alphabets 
°-3tin and °2/2~ respectively, and (Z, X, Y) has joint pmf of the form Qo(z) Ql(Xl 1 z) 
Q2(x2 f z) P~(yl, y2 ] x l ,  x2). Define ~n(Yl~) to be the set of all rate triples 
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(R0, R1, Re) satisfying the following inequality constraints (13) for some 
(z, x, Y) e ~0Jc~. 
R~ ~ I(X~; Y~ ] Z), 
Ro ÷ R~ ~ I(ZX~; Y~), 
Re ~< I(xe; Ye I z), 
(13) 
R 0 -¢- R 2 ~< I(ZXz; Ye). 
Now it is easy to see that Theorem 1 gives ~(Y f~)C  cg(y~-~) which then 
implies that (I/n) ~ '~(d  ~) C ~(~) .  For example when n = l, ~( J f ' )  C ~;~I(JT" ) 
since (13) is a special case of (9) when U 1 = U 2 = Z almost surely. Since 
~l(Yl)  C c~(Jd') by Theorem 1, so ~*(JT')C cC(~). The case when n > 1 is 
similarly proved. This shows that 0u~, ~d((I/n) ~'*(JC n) C g (~) .  In Appendix B 
the converse statement is proved which then establishes the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. For general IFC ~g(', 
~(Y)  = ~) ~oo (1 ~n(~(fn)) . (14) 
n=l 
IV. SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we consider two special cases of the IFC: the twin channel 
IFC and the separate channels IFC (terminology due to Sato (1977)). In the 
first case the inner and outer bounds on c~(Yl) described in the last section 
coincide. In the second case the inner bound is equal to c~(~), but the outer 
bound is generally not tight. 
Let us first consider the twin channel IFC. An IFC ~ = (£r 1 × f2 ,  
P(Y l ,  Ye [ x l ,  xe), ~1 × ~'e) is called a twin channel if the two receiver outputs 
are equal almost surely; that is, if 
P(Y l  , Ye ] xl , xe) = ~(Y~ , Y2) P~(Yl [ xl , x2), (15) 
where 3 is the Kronecker delta function. A twin channel IFC ~ can be viewed 
as being composed of two identical multiple access channels (Ahlswede (1974)) 
and hence its capacity region ~(~)  is known from the previous work of Slepian 
and Wolf (1973). Let us first examine the outer bound E6(~0(~'~)) on c~(~C). 
In view of (15) we must have Y~ = 172 = Y in (11) and hence ~0(Y~') is the 
set of all rate triples satisfying the following inequalities (16) for some 
(z, x, Y) E ~0~.  
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R~ ~< I(Xa; Y[ X~Z), 
Re <~ I(X~; Y f X~Z), 
R~ 4- R~ ~ I(X~Xe; Y[ Z), 
R 0 4- R 1 4- R2 ~ I(XlX2; Y). 
(16) 
Let us now examine the inner bound ~,(o~f') to cE(of). Let ~-~(a4l)[~(J/d')] 
be the set of all rate triples satisfying the following inequalities (17) [(18)] 
for some (Z, X, Y) e ~0ag" (here Y = (Y1, Ye) and Yz ---- Y2 = Y a.s., because 
of (15)). 
Rx <~ I(Xx ; Y[ Z), 
R e <~ I(Xe ; Y I Z~Z), (17) 
R o 4- R, 4- R e <~ I (X IX  ~ ; Y). 
R~ <~ I(x~ ; Y I x~z), 
~e < I(x~ ; Y1 z), (18) 
Ro 4- R1 4- R2 ~. I (X lX  2 ; Y). 
Then the inequalities (17) [(18)] are a special case of (9) when i = 1 [i = 2] 
with U 1 =-X  1 and U z = X 2 almost surely. Hence .57~1(Jff( ) C~I(JT" ) and 
~(Yd) C ~e(3U), and by Theorem 1 Kd(~-~(~U) t3~(Jg')) C ~i(J~(C) C ~(~() C 
Ud(~0(Nf)). However, it can be easily shown by using a simple convexity 
argument that U6(~(J(()k3 ~(~U)) = cd(:~o(Yd)). Thus we have proved the 
following theorem, which agrees with the work of Slepian and Wolf (1973). 
THEOREM 4. For a twin channel IFC Yf, NI(YY) = ~6(~0(X')) = ~(zf).  
An IFC in which there is no mutual interference between the two users 
is said to have separate channels. That is, a separate channels IFC ~ = 
(9fl × :~r , P(Yl , Y2 [ x~ , x2), ~]1 × ~/2) has the property that 
P~(Yx ] xx , x2) = P~(y~ I x~), 
(19) 
P2(Y2 IX1, X2) = P~(Y2 [x2)- 
Let us examine the inner bound ~1(aY£) to the capacity region of a separate 
channels IFC M'. Let ~(~(')  be the set of all rate triples satisfying the following 
inequalities (20) for some (Z, X, Y) ~ 20~/'. 
R 1 <~ I(X~; I71 ] Z), 
R~ <~ I(Xe; Ye I z), 
R o + Rx • I(X,; Y~), (20) 
Ro 4- Re < I(Xe; Ye). 
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Now I(ZX~ ; Y~) = I(X~ ; Y~) for (Z, X, Y) e ~0 y because of (19). Hence 
(20) is a special case of (9) with U 1 = U= = Z almost surely. Hence by 
Theorem 1, ~--~(~/(d))C ~( Jd ' )C  ~(d) .  The following theorem which is 
proved in Appendix B states that cd(.Yz(~d')) is actually equal to ~(d) .  
THEOREM 5. For a separate channels IFC JT ~, cg(C/d) = ~(:gd') = ~-d(~(d)). 
Note that restricting Ro = 0 and Z = constant almost surely in the definition 
(20) for 3}(~)  results in the private messages only capacity region of the 
separate channels IFC derived by Sato (1977). It turns out that in this case 
the intersection outer bound Nw' ~(~0(yd')) on ~' (~)  given in Theorem 2 
is not generally tight. To see this let C 1 and C 2 be the respective capacities 
of discrete Inemoryless channels with transition probabilities Pl(yl]xl)  and 
P2(Yz Ix2) given by (19). Now, it follows from (11) that the maximum R 0 
rate in the intersection bound of Theorem 2 is rainy d, max(z,x,y)~0 , I (X~X 2 ; 
Y1Y2) where the minimum is over all IFC JT ~' with the same marginal transition 
probabilities as Yd. Sato (Theorem 3, 1977) shows that if Z =- constant almost 
surelythenfr°m(19),I(X~X2 ; Y~Y2) >~ I(X~ ; Y~) + I(X~ ; Y~) for (Z, X, Y) e 
*@oYd. Hence max(z,x.y)~0 W, I(X~X2 ; Y1Y~) >/ C~ + C~ for all Yd'. Hence the 
maximum R o rate in the intersection outer bound of Theorem 2 is at least 
C~ + C2. However it is clear from (20) and Theorem 5 that the maximum 
possible R o rate in c6~(Yd) is min(Cz, 6'2). Thus the outer bound is not tight 
in general for separate channels IFC. 
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In order to prove Theorem 1, let us consider the following somewhat redun- 
dant communication situation involving the IFC Jd'. This situation, as shown 
in Figure 2, has five message sources So, Sn,  81o , $2~ , $2o which output 
independent messages 
sender  
Encoder 
h, mr, m2, i l ,  i 2 respectively where 1 ~< k ~< M0, 
Sender (2) 
Encoder 
~l,kmlm 2 
~2,kili 2 
IFC 
(yl,Y21Xl,x 2) 
! 
21 aeceiver (1) 1(~,;i,;2,~2 ) 
l Decoder 
X2 
Decoder I 
FIG. 2. Communication Situation for capacity region c~*(Yd'). 
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1 ~<m 1 ~Mn,  1 ~m s ~3/ lo  , 1 ~ i  1 ~Ms2,  1 ~ i  s ~Mgo and all 
message quintuplets are equiprobable. The message triplet (k, ml, ms) is 
encoded by sender (1) into a codeword x1.~%  ~ :g'l N and the message triplet 
(h, i~,/2) is encoded by sender (2) into a codeword x2.~qi2 e ~'N. Receiver (l) 
must estimate (h, ml, m2, i2) and receiver (2) must estimate (k, i1, i2, ms). 
Hence here the S 0 source emits a common message that is transmitted by 
both senders to its corresponding receiver. However the Si0 source emits a 
message that is transmitted by sender (i) only but to both receivers. The Sii 
source emits a private message that is transmitted by sender (i) to receiver (i). 
So the difference between this situation and the communication situation 
described in Section II is the presence of the $1o and Ss0 message sources. 
In this communication situation, a(N, 214o, Mll ,  21//lo, M22, M2o, )0-code con- 
sists of two sets {x,.k%% ~ f in :  1 ~ k ~ Mo, 1 ~< m 1 ~< Mll ,  1 ~< m s ~ ]141o },
{x2kqG @ fg.N: 1 ~< h ~/]4o,  1 ~< i1 ~< Mss, 1 ~ i2 ~< M2o}Ofcodewords; and 
two sets of pairwise disjoint decoding subsets {Ak%%~ C q/N}, {Bkq~,% C @/S N} 
so that 
1 
M, MnM 1 M M2 ~ Pl.~(A~mlm~i2 I Xl.~mxm~ , X2.~qi2) > 1 -- )t, 
0 0 22 0 lC,ml,m2, i l , i  2 
1 (21) 
ioM~MioM2sM2o F, P%,dB~i~i~o [x i .~ ,  x2.~,~) > 1 --  a. 
A rate quintuple (Ro, Rn ,  Rio, R2s , R20 ) is then said to be achievable if for 
every e > 0 and A ~ (0, 1), there exist (N, Mo, Mn,/]//lo , M22, _~V/so , A)-codes 
for all N sufficiently large such that Mo = [e N(~o-¢)] and Mi~ = [e m~'~-°] 
for ( i , j )~{l l ,  10, 22, 20}. The capacity region W*(~f) of the IFC ~(" in this 
communication situation is then defined to be the set of all achievable rate 
quintuples. 
Referring to the definitions in Section II, it is clear that ~(d(~) is precisely 
the intersection of c~,(~) with the /71o = 0 and Rso = 0 rate planes. The 
following proposition gives another characterization of c6'(3(() in terms of 
~*(Yd) which is useful for proving Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let ~(~/d') be the set of all rate triples (Ro, R~, R2) that 
satisfy the following constraints (22) for some %, % ~ [0, 1] and some (R*o, R~ , 
R~, n*, R*) ~ ~*(~). 
R o = R* 
%R 1 = R* o 
a2R 2 = R~ 
(1 - -  a l )R 1 = R~ 
(1 - -%)R 2 =R* .  
then ~(~)  = ~(~) .  
(22) 
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Proof. It is clear that T(#U) C cd(SC) since the set of all rate triples satisfying 
(22) for some rate quintuple in T* (~)  so that ~1 = ~2 = 0 is precisely the 
intersection of(~*( f )  with the R10 = 0 and R~ 0 = 0 rate planes. In AppendLx D 
it is proved that ~(Y{') C T(~U). Q.E.D. 
Our strategy now to prove Theorem 1 will be to first derive an inner bound 
to ~*(S/d) and then to apply the implication c~(s/d') C ~(J{') of Proposition 2 
on this inner bound to obtain ~I(SC). Define for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, ~*(d)  to 
be the set of all rate quintuples (R o , R n , Rio, R~2 , R2o ) satisfying the following 
inequality constraints (23) for some (Z, U, X, Y) E ~I~U. 
Ro + Rio + R2o + 
Ro + Rio + R2o + 
RI0 ~ ai 
R2o <~ bi 
R u <~ I(X~; Yl l  UIU2), 
R~2 ~< ~(X2; Y~ 1 ~\V2), 
R~ <~ I(U~Xl; Y1) 
R~2 <~ I(U1X~; Y~,), 
(23) 
where ai and bi are given in (8). Next define 
-~*(d) = co N, (~)  . (24) 
The following theorem which states that every rate quintuple in N*(SU) is 
achievable is proved in Appendix C. 
THEOREM 6. Every rate quintuple in ~*(2U) is achievable for a general 
IFC J¢~. Hence ~*~(d) C g'*(d). 
Now note from (9), (22) and (23) that every rate triple which satisfies (9) 
can be written in the form (22) for 
ai 
oq = I(x,;  Y~ I u1u~) + a, ' 
bi 
~ = i(x~; Y~I u~u~) + b, ' 
(25) 
and for some rate quintuple satisfying (23). Hence Theorem 1 is a direct con- 
sequence of the implication ~(~)  C W(J{~) in Proposition 2 and Theorem 6. 
This then concludes its proof. This proof implicitly gives the rationale for 
the inequality constraints (9) that specify the rate region ~ i (~) .  Operationally 
the rate triples in ~ i (~)  are attained by the additional transmission ofa portion 
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~1 of the private S 1 message intended for receiver (1) to receiver (2) and a 
portion ~ of the private S~ message intended for receiver (2) to receiver (1), 
where ~1 and ~2 are given in (25). 
VI .  SUMMARY 
Summarizing, we have obtained inner and outer bounds on the capacity 
region of two-user discrete memoryless interference channels (IFC) in the 
communication situation where private messages are sent by each sender as 
well as a common message by both senders to its corresponding receiver. 
A limiting expression for the capacity region was derived. In the special case 
of the twin user IFC the inner and outer bounds coincide and give the capacity 
region. However, the inner bound is tight and the outer bound is generally 
not tight for the special case of separate channels IFC. An interesting speculation 
is whether the inner bound is tight in general. We are not optimistic that this 
is so. This is because the inner bound under the restriction R 0 ~ 0 is the inner 
bound obtained by Carleial (1975b, 1978) for the private messages only com- 
munication situation. Although it does not appear to be known whether 
Carleial's inner bound is tight for discrete memoryless IFC's, Carlcial (1975b, 
1978) has shown that his inner bound is not tight for the Gaussian IFC. This 
fact lends to our pessimism regarding the tightness of our inner bound. 
One question that we have not yet resolved is whether the size of the ZU 1U s 
alphabets may be bounded in the specification (9) of ~i(~¢l)and whether 
the size of the Z alphabet may be bounded in the specification (11) of c-6(9~0(Jd')). 
In each case computation of the inner and outer bound would be simpler 
if these alphabets can be constrained in size. Hence this is an open problem 
of considerable importance. 
APPENDIX A 
Proof of Proposition 1 
We shall omit many of the detailed steps of the proof that are virtually 
identical to techniques used by Slepian and Wolf (1973). Consider for the 
• M"  M 1 
moment any (N, M 0 , M s , M 2 , A)-code with codewords {Xl.~m}k'_°~,m=l and 
~.MoMf ~ x2,~ijk=~,m=l • This code attains a transmission rate triple (R0, R 1 , R2) given 
by (5). Let So, $1 and S~ be random variables denoting the outputs of the 
three message sources, Xi -~ (Xil ,..., XiN) be a random vector representing 
the output of the sender (i) encoder and Y~ ---- (Y~I ,..', YiN) denote the corre- 
sponding received vector at receiver (i). Hence the random vector (So, $1, $2, 
X l ,  X2, Y1, Y~) has joint pmf 
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Pr[S o=k,S  1 =m,S  2=i ,x  l=x l ,x2  =x2,Y1  =Y l ,Y2=Y2]  
= Pso(k) Psi(m) Psi(i) Px~lsos~(Xz I k, m) Px~Isos2(x2 ] k, i) 
" P.(Yl, Ye Ix , ,  xz), (A.la) 
where P~ is the nth memoryless extension of the joint channel transition 
probability function P and where PSo, Psi, Ps 2 are uniform probability mass 
functions and 
Px~lSos~(xl [ k , m)= ll0 
Px21sos2(x2[k,i) = If0 
if X x = Xl , /c~? 
otherwise, 
of X 2 = X2.~i 
otherwise. 
(A.lb) 
Furthermore l t (So* , $1" ) be the receiver (1) estimate of the transmitted (SO, $1) 
message pair and (So, S~) be the receiver (2) estimate of the transmitted 
(So, S~) message pair. Hence So* and S~ are random variables that are functions 
of Y1 and S o and S~ are random variables that are functions of Y2 • Next define 
Pea = Pr[S* va $1], 
P~,z = Pr[S~ =/= $2], 
Pe.a = Pr[S* ~ S, or S~ ~ $2], 
(A.lc) 
P~,4 = Pr[S0* ~ So or S* va S~ or S~ =/= Se]. 
Thus, we must have P~a ~< Pr[S* =/: S o or S** :/= $1] ~< A and also P~,~ ~ A 
and Pe,a <~ P~,4 ~ 2a by a similar argument. Finally, let h(~) = --a log a -- 
(1 -- ~) log(1 -- a) be the binary entropy function. 
First, by using Fano inequality arguments imilar to that establishing 
Lemmas 1-3 of Slepian and Wolf (1973), it is easy to show that 
(1 -- P~a) log M~ <~ h(Pea) -[- I(X~; Vl 1 X2So), 
(1 - -  P~,2) log M 2 ~ h(P~,~) 4- I(X2; Y2 I Xxso), 
(1 -- P~,z) log M1M 2 ~ h(P~,a) + (NIX2; YIYe I So), 
(A.2) 
(1 -- P~.,) log MoM~M ~ <~ h(P~.~) 47 I(XaX2; YxY2). 
Next using arguments similar to that establishing Lemma 4 of Slepian and 
Wolf (1973), it is easy to show that 
N 
I(X~; Y~ 1 X2So) ~< ~ I(Xa~; Ya,~ [ X2,~So) , 
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N 
z(x~; ¥21 X~So) ~< ~ _t(x2,~; Y2. 1 x.~So), 
n=l  
N 
z(x~x2; vlY~ I So) ~< Y~ _r(x~x~; Y~Y2. I So), 
n=l 
N 
/ (X1X2;  Y1Y2) < Z I(X1~X2'~,; YlnY2n)" (A.3) 
So using (5), (A.2) and (A.3) we have 
N 
P,a ~ 1 -- 1/NR~ -- ( l /N )  ~ I(X~,~; Yln [ X2,~So)/R~, 
n=l  
N 
P~,2 >~ 1 -- 1/NR 2 -- ( l /N )  ~ I(Xe~; Yo,~ I X~,~So)/R2; 
n=l  
N 
P.,a >~ 1 -- 1/N(R 1 + R~) -- ( l /N )  ~ I(XI.X2.; Y~.Y2. l So)/(Ra -}- Re), 
n=l  
PeA ~ 1 - -  1/N(R o + R~ + R2) 
N 
- -  ( l /N)  ~ I(XI,X2,; YI,,Y2~)/(Ro + R~ -}- R2). (A.4) 
n=l  
Next consider a random vector TZ2122~17" 2 satisfying the following eondi- 
tions: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
T and Z are independent. 
T takes on equiprobable values in {1,..., N}  and Z is distributed as S o . 
• ,  22 ,  IYl, lye take on values in ~1,  ~2,  q'/1, @'2 respectively. 
((TZ), (2t2~),  (1~11~2)) is Markov so that Pr[l~ i = Yl ,  ~2 ~ Y2 I 
21 -~ xl, 22 = x2] = P(Yl ,Y2 Ix1, x2), Pr[2~ = x~, 22 = x 2 ] T = n, Z = k] = 
Pr [2 i  ~ xl ] T = n, Z = k]" Pr[22 = x 2 [ T ----- n, Z = k] where Pr[2~ = x~ r 
T = n, Z = hi = Vr[X,. = x, IS0 = k]. 
Now it follows from these conditions that ((TZ), 21 ,22 ,  if'l, ifz)E ~o ~'. 
Also it is easy to show that 
N 
I(21; 1?1122(TZ)) = ( l /N) ~ I(21.; Yl,~ J X2~So), 
N 
I(22; ?u l Xl(TZ)) = ( l /N) ~ I(Xe,~; Y2,~ [ Xl,~So), 
N 
I(X1X2; YiY2 i (TZ)) = ( l /N) ~ I(X.~X2,~; YI,~Y2,~ ] So). (A.5) 
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Moreover 
I(2~)~2; 1~11Y2) = I(TZXtX2; Y1Y2) 
N 
= (l/N) Z I(X~X2n; Y~.Yz~). (A.6) 
q~=l 
Hence since ((TZ),2~,)(e, ~1, IP2) e~o)'C, it follows from (11), (a.5) and 
(A.6) that if (Ro, R1, Rz) satisfies 
iV 
R~ ~< (l/N) Z I(Xa-; Ya. [ X2.So), 
n=l  
N 
R z ~< (l/N) Z I(X2,~; Y2. [X~So), 
iV 
R1 + R~ ~< (l/N) Z I(X1.Xz.; Y~.Y~. [So), 
iV 
R o + R1 + R 2 ~< (l/N) Z I(Xa,~X2.; Y~.Y2.), (A.7) 
then (Ro, Rx, Re) e ~-d(G2o(Y{')). Now to complete the proof we need only use 
the line of argument of Cover (1972). Namely, if (Ro, R~, Re)• Ud(~o(d)) , 
then a geometric and convexity argument similar to the argument used to 
establish Equation (46) of Cover (1972), establishes the existence of a 3 > 0 
so that at least one of the following inequalities holds: 
N 
(l/N) E 
n=l  
N 
(l/N) 
n=l  
I (&~;  Y~ I x~.So) < (1 - ~)R~, 
I(X~.; Y2n I X~.So) < (1 -- 3)R2, 
N 
(l/N) ~ I(X~.X~; Y~,~Y2. l So) < (1 -- 8)(R~ + Re) , 
n=X 
N 
(l/N) ~ I(X~,~X2,~; Y~Y2n) < (1 -- 8)(R o + R~ + R2). (A.8) 
Now if one of the inequalities in (A.8) holds then the RHS of the corresponding 
inequality in (A.4) is bounded below by 3 minus a positive term that decreases 
to zero with 1/N as N--~ o9. Hence one of the P,,i-/->O as N-+ oo if 
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(Ro, R1, R2) ~ c-6(~o(S(f)). Since Z >~ P~,I, P~,~ and 2A ~> Pe,a, P~,4, )t ~ 0 as 
N ~ oo if (R o , R 1 , R2)~ c-o(No(5(()). This proves that no rate triple outside 
c--d(~o(~%r)) is achievable. 
APPENDIX B 
1. Proof of the Converse Statement in Theorem 3 
co 
We need to show that c~(d(() C U~=t co((1/n) ~( J l~) ) .  To do this we shall 
use a proof similar in some respects to that in Appendix A. So consider for 
the moment any (N, Mo, M1, Me, A)-code with codewords {x~,~}~=~ and 
{X2,ki}~d~=l and that attains a rate triple (Ro, R1, R2) given by (5). Let So, $1, 
So, S*, S*, So, S;, X~ and Y~ be as before in Appendix A. Also define P~,I and 
P~,~ as in (A.lc) and define 
P~.I = Pr[S* =/= So or S* ~ $1], 
Po.e = Pr[S; ¢ ~0 or Si ¢ &]. 
(B.1) 
So for i = 1, 2, Pe,i ~ Pe.i ~ ~" Now since So* and S* are functions of Y1 
we can write So* = gl(Y1) and S* = g2(Y1). Next, using the notation given 
in (A.1), we can write 
Be,1 ~ ~ ~ Pso(k) Psi(m) Psi(i) Px11 Sosl(xl I k, m) 
k,m,i x I x~ Yl:gl(Yl):/:m 
• Px2lsos2(x~ I k, i) Pln(Yl I Xl,  xe) 
(1=) ~ ~ Pso(k) Psi(m) Ps2(i) PI,~(Yt I x l ,~ ,  x2.t:i) 
l~,m~i Yl:gl(Yl):#m 
¢22 ~ ~ Pso(k) Psi(m) Psi(i) Vr[Y~ ~- Yx ] So = k, S~ = m, $2 ----- i] 
k,~4,i Yl lgl(Yl)#m 
la-- ~. ~. er[Y1 = Yl, So = k, S 1 = m], 
~,fF yl:gl(Yl)~7~ 
(B.2) 
where P~n is the nth memoryless extension of Pt given in (1). Here (1) in (B.2) 
is because of (A.lb), (2) because Pa~(Ya I Xl,~m, x~,~i) = Pr[Y1 = Yl ] So = k, 
S 1 = m, S~ = i] and (3) is obtained by summing out the variable i. Similarly 
we can also show that 
/~e.1 = E • Vr[Y1 ----- Yt,  So = k, S 1 = m]. 
k,ra yx:(Ot(yt),g~(Yl))~(k,m) 
(B.3) 
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Next standard Fano inequality derivation (Theorem 4.3.2 of Gallager (1968)) 
can be used with (B.2) and (B.3) to yield 
H(S~ I Y~So) ~< Pe;t log 21//1 q- h(P~,~), 
H(SOS~ IY~) ~ ff,.~ log MoM ~ + h(-Pe,~). 
(B.4) 
Similarly, it can be shown that 
H(S~ [ Y2S0) ~ Pe.2 log M 2 + h(Pe,~), 
H(SOSO I Y~) ~ e~.~ log MoM ~ + h(fi~,2). 
(B.5) 
Moreover it is easy to show that for i = 1, 2, 
I(S,; Y~ I SO) ~< I(SiXi; Yi ] So) = I(X~; Y, I So), 
I(Sos~; Y~) ~< I(SoSiXi; Yi) = I(SOXi; Y¢). 
(B.6) 
So (5), (B.4)-(B.6) gives for i = 1, 2, 
Pe,~ >~ 1 -- 1 /NR¢-  (1/NR~)I(X~; Y~ [SO), 
P~,i >/ 1 -- 1/N(R o + R~) -- (1/N(R o + R~))I(SOX~; Y~). 
(B.7) 
Moreover in view of (13), if 
R o + R~ <~ (1/N)I(SoXi; V~), 
R~ <~ (1/N)I(X,; Y~ [ SO), 
(B.8) 
for i = 1, 2, then (R0, R1, R2) ~ (1/N)~N(~N). 
So suppose that 
Then (Ro, R~, R2)~ d-d((1/N)~N(YCN)) for every N >~ 1. Then a repetition 
of the line of argument following (A.7) in Appendix A used along with (B.7) 
and (B.8) shows that any sequence of (iV, Mo, 211/1,21//2, A(g))-codes attaining 
a rate triple that satisfies (B.9) issuch that A (N) 4-~ 0 as N --~ oo. This proves that 
2. Proof of Theorem 5 
We need only show that E(JT ~) C ~(3"~(~)). Fortunately much of this 
proof proceeds as the above proof of the converse part of Theorem 3. So again 
consider for the moment any (N, Mo, M1, M2, A)-code and let So, 81, So, 
S*, S'1, So, S~, Xi, Yi, P~,i and /se, i be as before in the above proof of the 
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converse part of Theorem 3. Since that proof above applies to general IFC's Yf', 
we can conclude that the inequalities (B.7) are still valid here. Next, using 
the separate channels assumption (19), 
Pr[Yi = y~ l Xa = x~, Xe = x2] = Pr[Yi = Yi l X~ = x~], (B.IO) 
for i = 1, 2. A direct consequence of (B.10) and (A.la) then is that, for i ~ 1, 2, 
I(S£X~ ; Yl) = I(Xi ; Y~). (B. 11) 
Now it is easy to show that for i = 1, 2, 
N 
I(x,; Y~ Is o) ~< ~ z(x,~; Y,. I So), 
iV 
I(Xd Yi) ~< ~ I(Xi,,; Y~,). (B.12) 
So (5), (B.7), (B.11) and (B.12) yield that for i = 1, 2, 
37 
P~., >~ 1 -- 1/NR~ -- (l/N) ~ I(X~,,; Y~. I SO)/R,, 
N 
P~.~ >/ 1 - -  1/N(R o + R 0 --  (l/N) ~ I (X , . ,  Y~,~)/(R o + R O.
n=l 
(B.13) 
Now an argument similar to that establishing (A.7) yields that if 
37 
R~ ~< (l/N) ~] I(X~.; Y~. [So) ,
N 
R o + R~ ~< (l/N) ~ I(X~n; Y~), (B.14) 
for i = 1, 2, then (Ro, R1, R2) @ ~//(~('). Finally, a repetition of the argument 
following (A.7) in Appendix A can now be used with (B.7) and (B.8) to conclude 
that no rate triple outside c-5(~(d)) is achievable. This concludes the proof. 
APPENDIX C 
Proof of Theorem 6 
Let 3~f*(~C) be the set of all rate quintuples (Ro, 1711, Rio , R22 , R2o )
satisfying the following inequality constraints (C.la) and (CAb) for some 
(z, u, x, Y) e ~1~. 
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Ro @ Rio @ Reo @ R~i ~ l(U2Xi; Yi), 
Rio + R2o @ R~ ~ I(U2X~; Yi ] Z), 
R10 @ Rll < 1(21; Yl [ U~Z), 
R~o <~ l(U~; Y~ [ uiz), 
R~i ~< l(&; Yi I GiVe), 
R~o + Ri~ <~ I(V~Xi; Y~ I VlZ). 
(C.~a) 
Ro + Rio + R~o ÷ R~2 <~ I(UIX~; Y2), 
Rio + R~o + R~ <~ I(U~X~; Y~ I Z), 
R~o + R~ ~< l(X~; Y~ I ViZ), 
Rio ~< I(~J\; Y~ I U~Z), 
R~ ~< I(X~; Y~ I GiVe), 
R~o @ R2~ <~ I(U~X2; Y2 [ U~Z). 
(C.lb) 
Now since for i,j, k = I, 2 such that i =/= k we have l (Ui ; Y; 1 U~Z) >~ 
I(Ui ; Y~ ] Z), and I(Xi ; Yi ] UiU2) = I(X~ ; Yi ] U1U2Z), it follows that 
~(U~=i ~*(Yf)) C ~-d(5/f*(s¢')). Hence Theorem 6is a corollary to the following 
theorem which we will prove here. (Although we do not do so here, it can 
be shown that actually ~-5(1.)~=~ ~¢*(~)) = ~-5(Yf*(~,T~)) so that Theorem 6 is 
equivalent to Theorem C below.) 
THEOREM C. Every rate quintuple in E6(,~f*(.~)) is achievable for general 
IFC ~". 
Pro@ A random coding proof will be used to establish that any rate 
quintuple satisfying the inequality constraints (C.la) and (C.lb) for a given 
(Z, U, X, Y)~ ~i  ~ is achievable. This then would establish the theorem. 
So fix an arbitrary (Z, U, X, Y) e 2xYf for the remainder of the proof. Let 
Qo, Qio, Q~o, Q1 and Q2 be given as in (7) and Qo,N, Qio,lv, 02o,~, ~i,N, 
and Q2,w denote their respective Nth extensions. For a given rate quintuple 
(R o , Rll , Rio, R2~ , R2o ) let M o = [eNRo] and Mij = [e Nx"] and consider the 
following random code ensemble: 
(1) First choose M o subcluster centers zl~, 1 ~< k ~< Mo, independently 
each according to the pmf Qo,N • 
(2) Next choose MoMio l-cluster centers Ux,k,,,~, 1 ~ k ~ Mo, 1 ~< 
rn~ ~< Mlo by passing each zkMio times independently through a discrete 
memoryless channel with transition probabilities Qio. 
643/4412-7 
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(3) Now choose MoMloM1, codewords xl.~%m=, 1 ~< k ~ Mo, 1 
ml ~< Mll,  1 ~< m 2 ~< 11//,o by passing each u1.~,%M11 times independently 
through a discrete memoryless channel with transition probabilities Q, • 
(4) Finally choose MoM2o 2-cluster centers u2,~, 1 ~ k ~< Mo, 1 ~< 
i~, ~ Mzo and MoM=oM22 codewords xs.kqi,, 1 ~ k ~ Mo, 1 ~ il ~ Mss, 
1 ~< is ~ 11//2o similarly using Qso and Q2 in place of Q,o and Q1 respectively. 
Hence this " " M° MoMI° code ensemble ,mphes that the set ~(z~) . . . .  (u. ~m ). . . . . . .  
2,ki25te=l,i2= 1 ~ ~ 1,kmlm2$te=l,~l=l ,~¢2= 1 ) ~S,k i l i j k= l~ i l= l~ i2=l  f u*  ou  ~ t~* ~** t~ ~) 
cluster centers and codewords have the following joint pmf 
Mo Ml l  Mlo M22 M2o 
k=l  ml=l  ~2=1 i1=1 i~=1 
• I u ,  I ( c .2 )  
The subcluster centers z~ and cluster centers Ul,~m~, u2,k~ are used solely 
for the purpose of decoding at the two receivers• The indices k, ma, rn2, il, 
and i2 represent the So, $11, $1o, Sss and Sso source messages respectively• 
Hence receiver (1) seeks to correctly decode the transmitted (k, m 1 , m2, iz) and 
receiver (2) seeks to correctly decode the transmitted (k, ii, is, m~). In order 
to specify the decoding rules, define 
Pc(Y1 ] Xl, g2) = E P~(Y* xx , xs) 9s(xs l us) 
~2 
P,(Y* I u, , us) -= ~ P~(y, x~ , u2) 9,(x,  I u,) 
P~(y, [ u s , z) = ~ Pa(y, Ul, Us) Qlo(ul [ z) 
u,  
P~(Y* ] u, , z) -= ~ P,(Yl u, , uz) Q~o(Ue [z) 
Z~ 2
Pv(y, [ z) = ~. P~(y, u, , z) Qlo(u, I z) 
Ps(Y,) = ~ PT(Yl z) po(Z). (C.3) 
z 
Similarly define P*~(Ys ] x~ , u 0 = Z~ Ps(Ys ] x, , xz) Q,(x, ] u,) and P*(Ys { 
u, , us), P*~(Ys [ u~, z), P*6(Y~ [us, z),*P*7(ye [z) and P*(Ys). Moreover let 
P~,N and P*N denote the Nth memoryless extensions of Pi and P~* respectively. 
Now fix an arbitrary e > 0 and define the following sets of jointly typical 
sequences• 
Al(k, ml, m,~, i~) 
= {y,: ] 1~ log P~m(Yt [ Xl.~m,m~ ,ps./q(yl) us.~;~) __ I(U~X,; ]71)1~ e} 
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A2(k , ms,  m~ , i.~) 
= Yl: ~ log-  PS,N(yllus,ki~,Z~) 
A3(k, ml , m~ , is) 
ty 1 : 1 P~,N(Yl [ xl,z:~,~2 , us.l~i~) 
~- log  P~,N(Y~ I Z~) 
A~(k, m s , m~ , is) 
= y~ : ~ log  P~,N(Yl ]Ua ,~,  Z~) 
A~(k, ms,  m~ , iz) 
- I(Xa; Y~ I UsZ) t ~ ~ 1 , 
-l(V~Xi; r~lz)t~< ~I' 
-- I(U2; Y~ I U~Z) ~ e l ,
N-1 log Ps.N(Ylp4,N(yl[ xa.k~l~2, i ua ,  : u ki~)us'l¢i~) t = t~yl: ] (Xl ;  r l  I Ul~J2) < E 
A6(k, ms,  m2 , i2) 
-- -- t : -~- log  ~ya i~z-~k)  - - I (UsX1;Y~IU1Z)  i~  
IYl 1 Pa,N(Y~ [ X~.~ ..... 2, U2 ~)  e l  
y 
(C.4) 
Next obtain the sets Ay(k,  ia, is, m2) of jointly typical sequences from the 
corresponding Aj(k, ml ,  ms,  is) by interchanging the (1) and (2) indices in 
the average mutual information terms and by making the following substitutions 
in (C.4). Finally define 
y i  ---~ y2 ~ 
P~,iv -+ P~*z,r, 
Xl,kmlm ~ "-+ X2,1¢ili2 
tll.km 2 --~ U2,ki 2 
U2,;~i2 ~ Ul,km 2 
6 
A(k,  ms,  ms,  iz) = N As(k, ms,  ms,  is), 
~=1 
6 
A*(k,  i l ,  is,  m2) = N A*(k,  i l ,  is, ms). (C.5) 
j=l 
Then the decoding rule at receiver (1) is to decode the received Yl as (k, m 1 , 
rn~, i2) iff Yl ~ A(k, ml, m~, iz) for one and only one (k, m 1 , m2, is). Similarly 
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the decoding rule at receiver (2) is to decode the received y~ as (k,/1, ie, m~) 
iff y~ ~ A*(k, i l ,  i~, m~) for one and only one (k, ia, i~, m~). 
Intuitively the decoding rule at receiver (1) is to decode the received y~ 
as (k, m~, m~,/2) if there is one and only one (z~, u~,~%, x l ,e~z ,  u~,~i~) that 
is jointly typical with y~. For a more lengthy discussion of joint typicality, 
see Forney (1972) and Cover (1975). A similar comment applies to the receiver 
(2) decoding rule. For j = 1, 2 let 
P,,j(k, m~ , m~ , i~ , iz) 
= Pr[decoding error at receiver ( j)  [ xl.~,nz~, xe,~i~i~ sent] (C.6) 
Now if xl,kmlm 2and X2,/cili: are sent, a decoding error at receiver (1) can occur 
if and only if one of the following two error events occur: (i) the event that 
t i .t t y, ¢ A(k, ml ,  m 2 , i2) (ii) the event that y~ e A(k', m~, m2, z2) for some (k', m~, 
t .t mz, zz) =/= (k, m a , m 2 , iz). The probability of the first event is overbounded 
by the sum of the probabilities of Y1CAJ(h, m 1 , m2, i2) over j = 1,..., 6. 
This total sum is given by m0) in (C.8) below. The probability of the second ~e~l 
event is overbounded by the sum of the probabilities of y~ e A(k', m~, m'2, i~) 
t ! -t ove'r all indices (k', ml,  m2, %) =/= (k, ml,  m~, i~). Each of the probabilities that 
t t .t Yl ~A(k' ,  ml,  m~, ~) can be further overbounded by the probability that 
t t . !  Yl ~ A~(k', ml ,  m~, ~) for j  = 1,..., 6. Hence (C.9) below reflects all the various 
t t - /  
parts of this sum where in the expression for P~I  the event Yl e A(k', ml,  m~, z~) 
I ! . t  
is overbounded by the event Yl @ A~(k', m~, mz, %). Hence we have established 
the following inequality (C,7) for each fixed (k, m~, m~, i~): 
where 
and where 
6 
Pc.l( k, ml , m2 , il , i2) ~ ~ --e,1 p(j) (C.7) 
j=0 
6 
p(O) ~,1 = ~ Z nl.x(Yl I x1,/cmlm2 , x2,/cili2) 
~=I Yl~Aj(k,ml,m2~i2) 
(c.s) 
p(1) = e,1 E E E P1.N(Yl l Xl.kmlm2 , X2,1~ili~), 
k'v~k allml,m~,i ~Yl~Al(k',m~,m~,i" 2) 
pC) = e,1 E E E ~ PI'.N(yI [ xI,zcmlm2 ' x2,~qi2)' 
m~m 2 allm[ Yl~A2(le,m~,w~,i2) 
p(S) 
e, l=  E E E E ~Pl ,N(Y11X i ,kmlm~'Xz .k i l i2 ) '  
m~v~m 2 i~ i  2 anm{ yl~Aa(k,m~,m~,i~) 
p(a) 
i~vai 2Yl~A~(k,ml,mz,i~) . . . . . . .  
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p(5) e,t = E Z P~,N(Yl I Xl,/cmlm2, X2,/~ili~)' 
m~=/-m 1 YleAs(la,m{,zn2,i~) 
p(6) e,1 ~- Z Z Z P1,N(Yi I xi,/cmlm2, x ,/cili2)" 
~v~#en I i~V=i 2 Yl~A6(lc,m~,m2,i~) 
(C.9) 
Let us now consider the random code ensemble average of the probabilities 
po) above So for the remainder of this appendix let an overbar denote averaging 
over the random code ensemble, that is, averaging with respect to the joint 
pmf (C.2). First it follows from the weak law of large numbers as in Cover 
(1975) and Forney (1972) applied to jointly typical sequences that for 1 ~ j  ~< 6, 
lim ~ P1,N(Y~ ] Xl ,~l.~, Xe,~qi~) = 0 
N-~ c~ 
Y l~Aj (~ l ,m2, i2 )  
(c.m) 
Next, in order to overbound P~,~, let us consider 
P1,N(Y l  I Xl ,kmlm2 , X2,k i l i2)  
Yl~Al(Ic',m~,m~,i~) 
t p .t t ! .t for a fixed k' ~ k and any ml, m2, z u . Note from (C.4) that _dl(k' , ml, m2, z2) 
depends only on xl.~,~;~; and u2,k'i~ in the random code ensemble. Hence 
this ensemble average is over the set (xl,k%%, x2,kq~, ul,k%, u2.7~i~, zk, 
x~,~%~,2, ul,jg~,, u2,~,i,2,zk, } of random sub-cluster centers, cluster centers 
and codewords. From the specification of the random code ensemble (C.2) 
note that since h' @ k, 
(i) zk and zk' are independent 
(ii) ux,~. % and Ul,lc'~,," 2 are  independent for any m£. 
(iii) u2,ki~ and ue,k'i~ are independent for any i~. 
(iv) x~,e%% and x~,,~,,~;,~; are independent for any m; and m' 2 . 
In taking the random code ensemble average Of p(1) these properties (i)-(iv) - -e~l  
t t .t allow us to consider the sum over all indices m~, m~ and z2 in the expression 
for P~) given in (C.9). So formally from (C.2) we can write 
YleA1 k'.m~,m~,i~) 
z k z k, Ul,km 2 IIl,k,'m2" 112./ci 2 u2,k',,/2" Xl.kmlTn 2 Xl,k'~nl'm 2" X2.kili 2 
• Qoz,N(u2.~ 1zk) 0o,w(z~)] " [Ol,N(Xl.k'.q.4 [Ul,k'~;) 
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• 9O~,~¢(ULk,~ [ z~,) QO2,N(U2d/i6 ] Z~,) 9O,N(Z~')] 
E PI,~v(Yl I Xl,~era~m2, X2,kixi~)} 
Y~A~(~',mbm6,i ~) 
a----)E E E E E [P~.~(Yt) 
(2) 
e -N[I( vexx;x~)-e], (C.1 la) 
where (1) in (C.11a)is obtained by summing out the appropriate variables and 
using(C.3)and(2) is because Ps,N(Y~) ~<P~,~(Y~ [ x~,~.~).~, %,~'4) e-NWV2X~; rp-~l 
for y~ ~ A~(h', m'l , m~ , i~). 
So combining (C.9) and (C.11a) we obtain 
p(1) e,i = E E E P~m(Yl I Xl,kmlm,~, x2,/cilii) 
t : '~ allm~,m~,i~ yl~Ax(k',m~,m~ i~) 
(M o - -  1) MloM2oMll e-N[lW~x~;r~ ~-~] 
(1) 
8e-N[I( U~X1; Y1)--Ro--Rll--R~o--Rll--e]~ (C.11b) 
where (1) in (C.11b) is because Mio --  1 <~ e NR*o and M n -- 1 ~ eNR** implies 
that Mio ~ e WRy° + 1 ~ 2e NR*o and similarly M n ~ 2enRn. 
Similarly in overbounding p(2) , , --e,1 we note that A2(k , ml , m 2 , i2) depends only 
on xl,~m[~;, u2,ki~ and z~ in the code ensemble• Hence the ensemble average of 
~.yl~A~(k,ml,m~,i 2) P1,N(Yl I Xl,kmlm 2 , X2,/Cililt) is over the set {Xl,~mlm2, x2,kili~, 
ul,k~ 2 , u2,~i~, ul,~,~, xl ,km~, Z~}. Since for m~ 4= m2 and any m~, ul,k~; and 
u~,~ are conditionally independent conditioned on z~ and x~,z~%~ and 
x~,~;% are also conditionally independent conditioned on z~, this allows 
us to proceed as in (C.11a) and (C.11b) to establish that 
p(2) 
m~m 2 ~llm~ z]: u2ki2 Ul,~m ~, Xl,kml,ra 2 Yl~A2(k,m[m~,i2) 
• Q1,N(Xl,krai,m~ [ Ul,km6) Ol0,N(Ul,km6 ] Zk) Q20,N(U2.ki2 [ Zk) Q0,N(Zk)] 
<~ 2e-N[I(xl;rllv, z)-Rlo-Rll-~] , (C.12) 
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Next in overbounding p(a) ~ ,~ we note that the ensemble average of 
~y~.4a(r,.,~;.m'~.i ~) Pl.~(Yl [ x~.~,~,  x2,~ixi) is over the set {x l .em~,  x~.~i~i~, 
ul ~ ,  us ,i , Xl ~'~,~', ul ~,~'~, us ~i', ze} in the code ensemble• Now for 
t' ' .12 " 1 2 ' !  ' 2 
m~ =/= m~, zz =/= i s and any ml,  conditioned on z~, u l ,~  and u l ,~  ~ are condi- 
tionally independent and so are also u2,~i 2 and u~,~i ~ and also xx ,~ and 
x~.~.  Hence similar to (C.12) we can establish that 
p(a) E E E E E E E E 
m~m z i~4i 2 allm~ z~: Ul,km ~, u2,r:i , x~,~nl,,n ~, YlaAsUc,m~,m~,i~) 
2e-- N [ I ( U~X1; Yl l Z) -  Rlo- Reo-- RI. I--e ] , (C.13) 
Continuing in a similar fashion we have 
p(~) 
e,i = E E E E E [P6,N(Y2 l ul,km~, ze) 
i~ i  2 z/~ u:t,/~ra2 u je~ 2, YleA4(k,ml,m~,i~) 
• Qlo,~(u~.~++~ I z ) Oso.N(u~,~,~ I z~) Qo,N(z~)] 
e--N[ I( U2; YI I UIZ)--R2o--e], (C.14) 
PJ51 = 
m{¢m 1 ze ul,km2 u2,r~i2 Xl,kml'~2 YlSAs(,re,~t,~,'Bz2,/2 ) 
• Q1,N(Xl,km{m~ ] Ui,,~m2) QiO,N(Ui,k'm~ I Z/~) Q20,N(U2,/ci2 I Z/~) Q0,N(Z/~)] 
and 
(C.15) 
p(6) ,.1 = E E E E E E F. [P6.~(yllu,.~,~,;z~) 
9n{:/:m 1 i~g 2 Z/~ Ul,km 2 u2,ki 2, Xl,~ml,m2 yleA6(~,m[,m2,i~) 
• Q1,N(Xl,km~mz I Ui,/cm2) QlO,N(Ul,~mz [ Z/+) Qso.N(U2j:i~ [ Z/c) QO,N(Zk)] 
e-N[I( U2XI; YII UI Z)-R2o-Rn-E]. (C.16) 
It then follows from (C.7) to (C.16) that limN~ ~ Pe.l(k, ml,  m2, i l ,  i2 )= 0 
if the rate quintuple (R o --  2e, Rll - -  2e, Rio - -  2E, R2~ --  2e, R20 - -  2e) sat- 
isfies the inequality constraints (C.la). By a similar argument, in view of the 
symmetry between receivers (1) and (2), it can be established that 
limN_.~ P~.2(k, ml,  m2, i l ,  is) ~ 0 if the rate quintuple (R 0 --  2E, Rll - -  2e, 
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Rxo -- 2e, R22 -- 2e, R2o ~ 2e) satisfies the inequality constraints (C.lb). This 
then establishes the theorem. Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX D 
Proof that •(Y{') C c (d) 
Fix an achievable rate quintuple (R*,R*I, R*o, R*o) in 
o~% e [0, 1] and let (R0, R1, R2) be a rate triple satisfying (22). We need to 
show that this rate triple is achievable. We shall do this by using a coding 
scheme of the second communication situation. The basic idea is to split each 
of the two private message sources in this first communication situation that 
we are concerned with into two separate message sources resulting in a total 
of five message sources as in the second communication situation. The message 
rates involved in this splitting up of the private message sources is given in (22). 
The formal proof is as follows. Fix an arbitrary 8 ~ 0 and for integer N ~> 1 
let 
M~ ---- [e~V(~-~)], (D.1) 
for l = 0, 1, 2. We are concerned with the first communication situation in 
which the (So, $1, Se) message sources output message triplets (k, m, i) where 
1 ~ k ~ M o, 1 ~ m ~ M1, 1 ~ i ~ M 2 as depicted in Figure 1. Suppose 
we can find a five-message set of sources (So*, S~*x, S~*o, S~'2, $2"o) as in the  
second communication situation of Figure 2, which outputs message quintuplets 
(k*,m*,m*,i~*,i*) where 1 ~k ~M~o, 1 ~m x ~M*,  1 ~m s ~M* o, 
1 ~ i x ~ M* ,  1 ~ i 2 ~ M*  ,so that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) there is a one-to-one correspondence between the message triplets 
(k, m, i) and the message quintuplets (k*, ml*, mz,h,* "* i*) 
(ii) for each h ~ (0, 1) there exist (N, M0*,/I//1"1, M* ,  M* ,  M* ,  A)-codes 
for all N sufficiently large. 
Now use a coding scheme in which the output of the (So, Sx, S~) message 
sources is transformed to a five-message source set using the one-to-one trans- 
formation given by (i) and subsequently coded with the codes given by (ii). 
Then the receivers can reliably decode the output of the five message source 
set and use the one-to-one transformation given by ( i ) to  reliably recover 
the output of the original message sources. This then establishes the achier- 
ability of (R 0 , R 1 , R~). 
In order to show the existence of such a five-message source set, define for 
l = 1,2, 
37/~ = e~t(1-~)R,-~ ]. (D.2) 
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Express each m, I ~< m ~< 21//1, as a binary vector of length [log= _71//1] bits. 
Let ml* be the integer representation of the first [log 2 2~/~] bits of this binary 
vector and let m* be the integer representation of the remaining bits of this 
binary vector representing m. Similarly express each i, 1 ~< i ~< M2, as a binary 
vector of length [log 2 Me] bits and let i* be the integer representation of the 
first [log 2 217/2] bits of this vector and i* the integer representation of the 
remaining bits. Finally let k* = k. It is clear that this defines a one-to-one 
correspondence between (k, m, i) and (k*, m*, m~*, i*, i*) thus satisfying 
condition (i). Note that since the (k, m, i) message sources are statistically 
independent and equiprobable, it can be easily shown that the (k*, m*l, m*, 
i*l, i*~) message sources are also independent and equiprobable. Moreover 
Mo-•  = Mo , 
M* = 2 rl°g~'l, (D.3) 
1l//~ = 2 (Fl°g2Mzl-[l°g2"~C&7), 
for 1 = 1, 2. Now from (D.2), for l = 1, 2, [log2 217/,] < (log2 e) N[(1 -- az) 
R, -- 8] + 1. Thus from (D.3) and (22), for 1 = 1, 2, 
Ma ~ eN[(1-at) Rz-'~+(l°g~ 2) /N] 
R* 
: e N[ zz-8+(l°g~2)/N] (D.4) 
[log= Ma] -- [log 2 2V/z] < (log= e) N[eqR, --  28 q- (I/N)] + 1. Thus 
M'z*o ~ e 2v[cqR~-2~+(l+l°ge2) /N] 
: e~r[/~o-2~+ (1+1og2 e)/2 vl 
Similarly 
from (D.3) and (22), 
Finally from (D.1), (D.3) and (22), 
M* = [eN(R:-~> 1. 
(D.5) 
(D.6) 
So from (D.4)-(D.6) it follows that condition (ii) is satisfied since by assumption 
the rate quintuple (R*o, R*~ 1 , Rio,* R~ , R~) ~ rg.(~.,). 
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